THE LATEST INNOVATION FROM THE
LARGEST DIN SUPPLIER IN THE WORLD.
VISION SYSTEM

EVERY barcode symbol on EVERY label set you
purchase from Computype will arrive at your facility
having already been successfully scanned and
accurately decoded thanks to a new installed and
validated vision-based inspection system that was
previously not technically feasible.
We’re excited to announce this enhancement to our production process that will further
confirm our leadership position, and may reduce the expense you incur with the incoming
inspection of our sequentially-numbered DIN label sets. The new inspection system scans
and decodes every barcode symbol on every label set, and automatically compares
the decoded message to your job’s master file, which allows us to verify that:
> Each decoded number is within the range of
numbers requested and is not duplicated;
> All the symbols are in the correct position on the web;
> The symbols are scannable and decode accurately;
> There is no gap in the sequence.
And all this is done at production speeds of around 75 feet per minute.

ANOTHER MILESTONE FOR
ON OUR TRACK RECORD.

SAVES LIVES, SAVES TIME,
SAVES MONEY.

WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM
YOU, AND TELL YOU MORE.

Computype has been the leader in the production of
Donation Identification Number (DIN) label sets in
North America since the mid-1970s when we helped
develop the first Codabar standards. Since then,
we’ve led the way with outstanding product quality,
time-tested sequence integrity, multiple piggyback
adhesive options, and local sales support. The result
is that more than 90% of blood collected in North
America contains a DIN produced by Computype.

In preview announcements to several blood banks,
this new capability was greeted enthusiastically—
many clients anticipate significant cost savings
because of the reduction in expenses associated
with their own incoming inspection programs.

Come and visit us here in St. Paul, Minnesota
if you’re interested in seeing our new inspection
system in action. And please feel free to contact
us directly, or your Regional Sales Manager,
if you have questions about this or any part
of our DIN label set production process.

You Can Count on It™

